Easing test anxiety boosts science grades in low-income students

Coping with stress before exams could help more kids stay in science

BY SUJATA GUPTA FEB 13, 2019 — 6:45 AM EST

Helping low-income biology students manage test anxiety improves scores, a new study finds. Such test-prep tips might help these students stay on the high school science track.

In one high school biology class, almost four in every 10 low-income students were poised to fail the course. But with some simple practices to reduce test anxiety, researchers cut that number in half. And that could boost the chances that low-income students will succeed in science, they say.

Christopher Rozek is a psychologist at Stanford University in California. He studies how stress and other things can affect learning. Low-income students are far less likely to finish four years of high school science than are high-income students, he notes. That leaves them less prepared — and perhaps unable — to pursue science and math in college. It also puts out of reach many well-paying careers in science-related fields.
Reducing test anxiety had raised test scores in several small studies. So Rozek and his team decided to test it on a larger scale.

They recruited 1,175 biology students at a large, public high school in Illinois. About one-fourth — 285 students — came from low-income families. At this school, slightly more than half of low-income students typically fail their biology finals. Only 6 percent of high-income students fail.

Rozek’s group wanted to know if short stress-relief activities before an exam would affect a student’s grade. To find out, the researchers developed guided prompts to help students think about stress or fear. Then they split the students into four groups.

One group spent 10 minutes free-writing about their fears. This was designed to clear the kids’ heads so that they could then focus on the exam. Another group read about the body’s physical responses to stress (such as a racing pulse or sweaty palms) and how these can actually help with attention. Then they answered reading comprehension questions. Students in a third group did both of these reading and writing activities. A fourth group, called the active control group, read a passage that told them to just ignore their worries.

Afterward, the students all took their final test in biology. A total of 205 low-income students did one or both stress-relieving activities. On average, these students scored higher on the exam than did their peers in the control group. Indeed, 82 percent of them passed the class. Only 61 percent of the lower-income students in the control group passed. It didn’t seem to matter whether a student read or free-wrote about managing stress, or both. All tactics worked equally well at helping students pass their tests.

The activities didn’t make a difference for higher-income students. But, nearly all those kids passed the class whether they did the activities or not. These students may have had fewer pre-exam jitters. Or they may have already learned ways to handle the stress, Rozek says.

His team published its findings January 14 in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

Robert Tai is a science-education expert at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville. He questions whether the approach really helped students. “Improving a student’s test scores will not improve the rate of them pursuing the sciences,” says Tai. His research has shown that students’ interest in math or science matters more than grades when it comes to later career paths. Also, telling kids not to worry or how to manage fear right before a test might make them more stressed, he says.

Mental activities like these won’t close the achievement gap, Rozek says. But the study shows that at least part of a test score reflects mind-set, not just knowledge of the material. And tipping scores even slightly has real-world effects. “You can imagine students who are failing science courses maybe can’t even register for additional science courses,” Rozek says. So even small boosts might help to keep science options open to lower-income kids.
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average  (in science) A term for the arithmetic mean, which is the sum of a group of numbers that is then divided by the size of the group.

biology  The study of living things. The scientists who study them are known as biologists.

control  A part of an experiment where there is no change from normal conditions. The control is essential to scientific experiments. It shows that any new effect is likely due only to the part of the test that a researcher has altered. For example, if scientists were testing different types of fertilizer in a garden, they would want one section of it to remain unfertilized, as the control. Its area would show how plants in this garden grow under normal conditions. And that gives scientists something against which they can compare their experimental data.

field  An area of study, as in: Her field of research was biology. Also a term to describe a real-world environment in which some research is conducted, such as at sea, in a forest, on a mountaintop or on a city street. It is the opposite of an artificial setting, such as a research laboratory.

high school  A designation for grades nine through 12 in the U.S. system of compulsory public education. High-school graduates may apply to colleges for further, advanced education.

matter  Something that occupies space and has mass. Anything on Earth with matter will have a property described as "weight."

palm  A type of evergreen tree that sprouts a crown of large fan-shaped leaves. Most of the roughly 2,600 different species of palms are tropical or semitropical.

peer  (noun) Someone who is an equal, based on age, education, status, training or some other features. (verb) To look into something, searching for details.

physical  (adj.) A term for things that exist in the real world, as opposed to in memories or the imagination. It can also refer to properties of materials that are due to their size and non-chemical interactions (such as when one block slams with force into another).

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences  A prestigious journal publishing original scientific research, begun in 1914. The journal's content spans the biological, physical, and social sciences. Each of the more than 3,000 papers it publishes each year, now, are not only peer reviewed but also approved by a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences.

psychologist  A scientist or mental-health professional who studies the human mind, especially in relation to actions and behaviors.

stress  (in biology) A factor — such as unusual temperatures, movements, moisture or pollution — that affects the health of a species or ecosystem. (in psychology) A mental, physical, emotional or behavioral reaction to an event or circumstance (stressor) that disturbs a person or animal’s usual state of being or places increased demands on a person or animal; psychological stress can be either positive or negative. (in physics) Pressure or tension exerted on a material object.

tactic  An action or plan of action to accomplish a particular feat.
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